To find a topic, browse the topic lists in these databases:

1.) **GALE: Opposing Viewpoints in Context**
   - On the home page,
     - Choose an issue heading and click View All
     - Select a topic

2.) **ABC-CLIO: Issues: Understanding Controversy and Society**
   - Choose an issue heading, then select a topic under it
     - Under **Analyze** heading on left, click a more specific topic
     - Then use links underneath:
       - Click **Key Question** and **Background Essay** for background information on the topic
       - Click **Pro/Con** or **Point of View** articles
       - Click **Doing More** for recommended websites

After choosing a topic and searching the above databases, try these if you need more information:

3.) **GALE: Student Resources in Context**

4.) **ABC-CLIO: American Government**

5.) **GALE: Science in Context**